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Project Description/Goal:  

The intention of this project is to expand on the beloved idea of the friendship bracelet.  The goal is to 

use the friendship bracelet to identify your best friend. The project will consist of two friendship 

bracelets crafted from felt, beads, and string, lined with LEDs and a Piezo speaker. When the two friends 

are far apart, their bracelets will not function, but as they move closer to each other, their bracelets will 

begin to glow brighter. When the bracelets touch each other, both will light up to their brightest setting 

and flash in synchronized sequences.  At the same the Piezo speaker on both bracelets will play the 

same tune at the same time. When this occurs, those bracelets are considered a match and your best 

friend has been identified. 
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Technologies Involved:   

To achieve project goals, the principle technology used are IR sensing at two different frequencies. Both 

bracelets will contain one IR sensor, along with LEDs and a piezo speaker. The IR sensors will each detect 

a different frequency. The object detected must correspond to these specific frequencies, allowing them 

to detect each other, which will trigger the LEDs to glow and the piezo speaker to play.  

 

Similar Projects 

Clickables Fairy Friendship Bracelets 

Charms match up with bracelet using sensors to get it to light up and unlock a gift online. 

http://www.technosourcehk.com/manual/im_clickables_fairy_charm_bracelet.pdf 

 

Far Infrared Jewelry 

Far Infrared Energy emitting particles are fused into raw materials and then made into jewelry 

http://www.alibaba.com/product-free/100264739/Far_Infrared_Jewelry.html 

 

Electronic Jewelry 

Earrings are made to light up using LEDs and fiber optics. There is an on/off switch rather than a sensor. 

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/4719544.htmlhttp://www.freepatentsonline.com/4719544.html 

 

TimeLine 

3/27- Finish ordering/purchasing all materials 

4/3 - Basic Friendship bracelets physically crafted, make sure all components needed are in.  

4/8- IR sensor is hook up to LEDs and can detect basic IR light. 

4/10- make IR lights of different frequencies 

http://www.technosourcehk.com/manual/im_clickables_fairy_charm_bracelet.pdf
http://www.alibaba.com/product-free/100264739/Far_Infrared_Jewelry.html
http://www.freepatentsonline.com/4719544.htmlhttp:/www.freepatentsonline.com/4719544.html


4/16- get the IR sensors to detect the frequencies of their corresponding light and therefore identify 

each other 

4/23- Get piezo speaker working and make final adjustments. 

 

 

Bill of Materials 

Beads and string for bracelets      

 

 

 

 

2 mini Arduinos and mini USB 

                  

 

20 LEDS        Durable wiring  

 

 

 

2 piezo speakers 

 

 

 

4 IR LEDs (or two other IR light sources)                                            2 IR Sensors  

                  


